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Part One Strategic purpose 
 

I. Project icebreaker 
 

We have built a factory of ice cream in UAE. Our positioning will be on top of 
range products and healthy. We aim to supply restaurants, tourism hub, home 

delivery and exclusive retail service. 

We will work as possible with local suppliers in order to exalt Middle east treasures 

such as, Halwa, Honey, Frankincense, but as well Classic flavours of the highest 

quality like Organic chocolate, Tahitian vanilla, Iranian pistachio and as well to offer 

luxury experience with Black truffle form Périgord ice cream or even caviar frozen 

dessert. Our core idea is to provide an exclusive healthy ice cream for all our 
clients. 

As Idriss Aberkane says all revolution are divided in 3 steps, first the idea 

seems ridiculous, then when it’s setup it appears dangerous and finally after years 

it become obvious1. As example the slavery, when Abraham Lincoln start is fight 

against slavery it seems ridiculous for many people. Then after abolition of slavery in 

1865, it appears dangerous to have everyone consider equal. And today it is our reality 

and it is obvious that slavery is violation of human rights. 

We are going to follow the same steps for our project, taking in consideration that the 

water is a living element and it can affect our metabolism. We want to bring the ice 

cream market on another level. We aim to provide the best ice cream ever created 
in the world. 

Indeed, the idea of getting “healthy ice cream” can make laugh some fitness 

trainer and appear impossible. Then our project will be considered as danger for other 

big player in ice cream market since they are poisoning their consumers with 

hydrogenated fat, process sugar, artificial flavourin2  

Finally, we hope that using dynamic water in any industry will be consider as standard 

for consumer but also for industrial companies.  

“The ice cream revolution is awaken.” 

 
1 (2016) Idriss Aberkane, « Liberez votre cerveau »  
2 (2016) Julie Corliss, Harvard university “Health Letter” 
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II. Why this project?  
 

With field study, I observed that there is not any ice cream factory in UAE with 

luxury and healthy positioning! After visiting some museum in Oman and UAE, we 

were discovering how rich is middle east in heritage. I simply decided to work and find 

out “How can we innovate with UAE’s gastronomic ingredients while creating value 

and as well respecting the know-how of my ascendants”. I have been in a coffee shop 

in Muscat and I saw a frappe coffee made with halwa, very curious about this, I decided 

to try, and I understood that there is no limitation for our futures. 

Moreover, my uncle is suffering from lung cancer and with my family we were 

looking for solutions to cure the disease naturally or at least to reduce the effects of 

chemotherapy. The idea of dynamic structure water came on the table. Very 

intrigued, I decided to make some researches about it. It appears that by modifying 

the flow of the water, magnetizing the molecules, we can change the structure of water 

and then improve the flow of oxygen in our body. The result of the studies done by Dr. 
Masaru Emoto shows that vortex, emotion, magnetism can change the structure 
of the water.3  

 

As regards overweight and obesity, the Dubai health survey results showed that 

about 36.1% of the population sample were in the pre-obesity stage (or overweight 

according to the classification of WHO for the body mass index), while 11.9% of the 

total sample suffered from obesity (22.5% for Emiratis and 11.5% for non-Emiratis 

residents).4 That the reasons it will be 

crucial for our company, as food 

business to focus our awareness on 

health for our future clientele. 

The perfect combination of techniques 

and products of high quality.   

 
3 (2007) Masaru Emoto, “The healing power of water” 
4 (2016) Dubai health authority, Dubai health survey <https://www.dsc.gov.ae/en-us/DSC-      

News/Pages/Dubai-Health-Survey-Results2016.aspx>   

Bottled Water 

structure 

Dynamic Water 

structure 
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III. Founders presentation 
 

Alexandre Cauet 

Co-Founder and CEO of “Glacier Privé LLC” 

 

  “With this project we aim to exalt Middle East Heritage with the knowledge of 

my family in Ice cream making since my grandfather generation. To provide the 

excellence of France know-how combine with the richness of Emirates culture. To 

elevate the status of UAE as gastronomic destination in long term vision. Ambitious 

isn’t it? But feasible with the willingness to achieve excellence. 

 

I started my career in hospitality industry, as waiter, cook, receptionist, cost 

controller, I surrounded the operations parts of this industry. During my high national 

diploma (HND) in marketing and finance related to hospitality industry. I realised a 

business creation project as marketing director, with my team we won the grand 

price of innovation and were Laureate of this challenge in Bordeaux Academy in 

France. While growing up and build my personal project, I completed a bachelor’s 

degree with honours (Hon’s) in Hospitality industry management. Then I completed 

one year in master’s degree in supply chain management as apprentice in my 

father’s tea room, ice cream and chocolate factory. I was in the operations during the 

morning and more in office during afternoon. This is when I get really interested in ice 

cream factory creation. 

 After all my diplomas in the bag, I had the chance to be recruited by a French 

company in Oman as operations supervisor of 13 sites and around 200 staff to 
manage. My scope of work was related to restaurants and hospitality services 

management from Sohar to Salalah passing by Nimr in Petroleum Development desert 

area in Oman.  

Despite the quality of this position and the possibilities offered to me, I decided 

to launch my own business in UAE with my wife. In order to find fulfilment and to 

consider my potential as a leverage to realize a project that I am convinced, it will bring 

a touch of happiness and it will deliver healthy alternative for a refreshing 
dessert.’’  
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Sagita Saputri Cauet 

Founder and CCO of “Glacier Privé LLC” 

 

“I started my career based on what I adore, be a flight attendant in private jet 

company. Since I worked with VIP passengers my communication skills and also my 

knowledge had been improved. I am really the type of person that thirsty about learning 

new things, innovation, insight and felt that time I have to find other place to work to 

fulfil my passion. 

 

Therefore, I left airline world and start my career as a banker and last for about 

3 years. Bank world really taught me a lot of lessons and also gave me a chance to 

study in business administration. I was supported by the branch manager that time 

took me to one big project for the company, to assets maintenance of 200 Clients 

from the branch I worked with.  

I got medal big 7th best team in Indonesia, time passed by and my contract in the 

bank had almost finished, beside I want to improve my communication skills not only 

in my country, I had a chance to work oversea in 5 stars hotel as Guest Relations, In 

here my communication skills in international world were getting better not only focus 

in VIP guest but I had to innovate new ideas to give different services for my guests 

so that they feel special. My husband knew my abilities that I gathered with my 

background, that’s why he convinced me to join this project. “if I can manage the 
assets of my 200 VIP Clients, Why can’t I manage the company along with my 
shareholder’s investments?”. 
Nothing is impossible for me, from working in the sky, exploring finance and banking 

worlds, go 10.395KM overseas and gathered new knowledge in the new field. And 

now why not to try to shake business industry with this project. 

NEVER PUT BOUNDARIES IN YOUR IMAGINATION and NEVER STOP TO MAKE 
IT REAL. 
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IV. Strategy statement 
 

a) Vision  
 

“To provide the best refreshing healthy frozen dessert with flavour of Middle East 

heritage, warm, colourful and deep in emotion.” 

“To be the best ice cream factory of middle east.” 

“To Unchained the real taste of ice cream” 

b) Mission  
 

à To develop organic healthy ice cream with dynamic alkaline water system with 
the based ingredients of rice milk in our production. 

à Put the spotlight on ingredients exalting Middle east beauties, such as halwa, 
dates, qahwa and another infinite of local diversity. 

à Provide classics and Orientals high-quality flavours like saffron, pistachio,  and 
classics vanilla, chocolat to the enjoyment of all ages. 

à To educate about stakes of eating well and having good life style in order to 
reduce the global disease especially due to food industry.  

à To provide a personalized ice cream to our professional clients and exclusive 
members. 

c) Objectives 
 

à 60% of our volume of supplies will come from middle east producers. 
à To create a community of 300 000 followers on social media before 2022 
à To greet fresh graduated from UAE, every year for study or first job. 
à 90% of employee retention during operations 
à 99% of satisfaction from our clients 

 

d) Values 
 

  

Be authentic

Live 
healthier

Dream 
sweetly

Work 
respectfully

Share 
happiness
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Part Two strategies 
 

I. Strategic positioning 
 

Our positioning will be structured in three main pillars, in order to adopt a strategy of 

differentiation. 

 

a) First pillar - Be Unique:  
 

• Vegan based ingredients (we are using rice milk as the based). 
• Dynamic water system will be used for our production, in order to provide 

the very best ice cream available in market, structured water can improve 
the hydration level, increase immune system, enhance awareness and 
reduce acidic environment in the body. 

• Only using number 1 and finest qualities of ingredients. 

b) Second Pillar - Be sustainable:  
 

• Organic or labelled ingredients used in our production 
• Recycable Packaging concept where our clients can refill their ice cream 

without making waste. 
• Donate 1% of our profit to NGO in UAE like Sharjah Art Foundation, 

Sharjah Charity international, Red crescent, Emirates wildlife Society. 
• Lean manufacturing with waste management, 

recyclable and reusable packaging 
• Retain employees Training, Career Development, 

and evolution policies 
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c) Third Pillar – Be Valuable 
 

• Fast and premium delivery services, we will 
train our driver to offer the best service to every 
customer. We will custom our delivery truck to 
enhance the global experience and as well to 
communicate widely. 

• French Touch, we had the chance to offer ice 
cream designed and created by French team, Indeed with my father who is 
among the 50 best chocolate makers of France5 and me Alexandre, we will 
offer our experience and know how to put on spotlight the “French savoir-faire”.  

• Consultancy, offer consultancy to professional in order to help them to create, 
innovate an to attract more customers. To create new desserts, to improve their 
menu by reducing the quantity of desserts and focus on the quality. 

 

d) PESTEL 
 

A detail Pestel analysis has been done : see Appendix one PESTEL 

 
  

 
5 (2016) Guide des croqueurs de chocolat <http://www.croqueurschocolat.com/le-guide/> 

Political

Free trade 
agreement with 
china and india

Drone delivery 
allowed

No trade with Qatar

Economical

Stable currency

15 million tourists

Risk of real estate 
crisis

Social

Population divided

Low salary for 
workers 

1,000AED/m

Shariah law, no 
alcohol

Technological

app for online 
payment

Hakaton event for 
innovation

Blockchain devlpt

Environmental

Yellow door can 
provide 

photovoltaic energy

Port Khalid in 
Sharjah

Bee'ah waste 
collection

Legal

WPS salary 
transaction

Shares 51% with 
emiratis

No corporate taxes
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II. Strategic capabilities 
 

a) Resources in Assets 

 
 

 

See Appendix two forecasted balance sheet 

 

b) Resources in Labour 
 

For our labour starting force, we will need : 
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c) SWOT 
 

Internal Analyses factors of success and risks elimination 

 
 

Indeed after the analysis of the mains SWOT of Glacier Privé LLC project, we can 

see that our strategy is mainly oriented toward business to business and as well online 

shop for individual target. 

In order to neutralise Threats and weaknesses, we are going to use unique flavours 

and recipes. We are going to get support from the laboratory GHP in Sharjah to test 

food analysis of our production in order to verify the veracity of our marketing strategy 

“healthy oriented ice cream”.  

 

To face our dependence trough B to B clients we are going to offer exclusive 

services with our online platform. With specific targeted Social Media ads and 

influencer to elevate our fame. To balance the absence of parlour we are going to use 

communication support strategy like example (intel and PC, you have the 

communication of blue stickers intel i3, i5 or i7 and then according to this information 

you will judge the quality of the computer). Same with our ice cream, we will make 

sure that our B to B client communicate about the origin of their ice cream, in order to 

promote our brands and to use 5 star hotel as retailer.  

Opportunities
•No direct competitors
•Market oriented innovation
•Only 1 french ice cream Co in UAE
•the only one company that making ice cream with 

rice milk based.

Threats
•People can copy the model
•Heavy substitutes competition
•Haters can judge the quality
•people still don't care about the ingredients quality

Strenghts
•Adaptative business model
•Creativity without limitation
•Highly skilled & knowledgable staff

Weaknesses
•Dependance on hotels demand
•Not sufficient found to start-up
•No parlour

SWOT
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III. Business level strategy 
 

a) Innovation 
 

As ice cream factory oriented toward the future of the industry, we decided to innovate 

in the followings area 

 

Production 

• Using different textures, colour and flavour for each ice cream. 
• Making a design to our 5L & 2.5L pot ice cream to brand our products (B2B). 
• 500ml Insulated jars that recyclable (online shop) 
• To provide ice cream with special flavours and seasonal  
• To Offer structured water in our ice cream. 
 
of course all the lines are going to be launch step by step in order to create 
teaser for our clientele during the lifetime of our business model. 
 

Supply chain 

• We aim to deliver ice cream by 
drone within 2 years. 

• We aim to deliver our clients by 
twizy to reduce carbon foot print 
within 2 years for our marketing 
strategy and as our support for 
the earth 

• Third party logistic with freezer truck 
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IV. Operational level strategy 
 

a) Staff training 
 

We believe that the staff are our assets, we will give them fun and new concept of  

training monthly as per their level, and give a chance for them to growth their career 

with us. 

 

b) Brainstorm 
 

To discuss as often as possible the new direction of the company with operation 

team to involve them in the process of creating value. From the taste, colour, 

packaging experience for the client. 

 

c) Lean manufacturing 
 

We are going to setup our artisan ice cream factory in order to reduce the unnecessary 

movement, to improve the flow of in to out. Our production will start from 06:00am to 

01:00pm this is in order to produce 200L of ice cream per day. 

 

.
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Part Three Supply chain 
 

I. Supply unchained 
 

For the value chain of Glacier Privé, we are going to divide the supply chain (SC) 

in 5 stages. 

 

 

 

 

 

a) Ordering items 
 

We are going to order our raw material through 3 different ways. 

• Locals suppliers such as middle east chef, secret fine food, EMF 
• International from china suppliers for packaging 
• Export from France to deliver exceptional products like black truffle, French 

saffron etc. 

We aim to pay our supplier within 30 days of delay in order to improve our cash 

flow. 

 

b) Delivery in Sharjah 
 

For the local delivery, we are getting directly delivered at the warehouse located in 

industrial 17, for international delivery we will use DXB airport and Khalid port for 

sea.When we will grow significantly, we can target the port Khor Fakkan the biggest 

in the world located on the eastern coast of UAE. 

 

c) Storage 
We are going to store daily production in our warehouse (with our current capacity 

we can store max 1000L) with our proposal if we add 4 freezers we can stock in total 

Ordering
Delivery 
in

Storage
Delivery 
out

Reverse 
SC
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3000L at first, then we can work with third party like Falcon cold store located 300m 

from our warehouse. 

Within 3 year we aim to open one warehouse in each Emirate in order to facilitate the 

global logistic of the company.  
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d) Delivery out to customers 
 

For B to B, we are going, at first to deliver by ourselves with our truck, at set 

timing from 10:00am to 03:00pm. Then we aim to work with a third party distributors 

like Aramtec in order to spread our product everywhere from 5 star hotel to spinneys 

and carrefour. 

 

For individuals, we are going to use exclusively our online platform to reduce 

cost such us Zomato, Deliveroo, talabat, etc 

 

e) Reverse supply chain 
 

Indeed we will provide recyclable and reusable packaging, this in order to increase 

the loyalty of our clientele and to keep a touch in their daily life. 

For individual we are going to insulated container, every client will 

be able to keep it in order to store what they want or to return it and 

get discount on their next delivery. 

 

For B to B we are going to give 5 L and 2.5L Stain less steel pot, on invoice we 

are going to put as returnable. This in order to reduce our global cost of packaging 

and it is good for the planet. 

Same for small packaging, we aim to create a reusable awareness with our clients. 
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Part Four Marketing 
 

I. Our client targets B to B 
We are going to target 3 types of clients 

 

R 5 star hotels and restaurants 
R Catering Company 
R Online individuals 

 

According to one of our potential client in Dubai, their hotel average ice cream 

consumption per week around 150L / week during high season and 50L / week during 

low season. High season in UAE start from September-April. And that is information 

from 1 hotel. 

 

Please see appendix for forecase revenue on 2020 

 

II. Packaging 
 

As our movements to support greenpeace and echo living in UAE, the packaging 

that we will use is recyclable packaging. 

 

a) 2.5 & 5 liter polycarbonate GN1 1/5 
 

 We are going to order this from chinese supplier 

named “shmingle”.  

This will only for professionnal displays. 

This is to provide premium ice cream to individuals and 

professionals. This reflexion came in order to follow our positioning as premium 

handcrafted ice cream factory. 
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III. Media planning 
 

In our B to B project we are planning to put E-advertisement (Socmed ads) and 

targeting in several of tourism area & 5 star hotel so that our potential clients will be 

easier to reach us. 

We will minimalize using paper ads and leaflet ads as our commitment to support 

green peace. 

Inviting to make collaboration with some food bloggers and professional top chefs 

in the middle east to review our product as a part of our marketing. 

And all booklet price list we wil use softcopy only. 

 

 

IV. Customer relationship management 
 

With our website we can get email from our clients and other information’s. 

For our exclusive members for creating their own ice cream. We are going to create 

membership file in order to keep their information and to provide them the best 

exclusivity on their recipe. 
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Part Five Financial statement 

 
I. Profit and loss 

 

a) Revenue 
 

with this proposal, our capacity right now is to produce only 5000L/month. Which can 

give us revenue more less 250.000AED/Month (B2B target only) and by 6 month it’s 

already cover our starter capital. Of course if we can inject more capital the forecast 

revenue will be higher. 

For the details of forecast kindly please check 

 

 

b) Labor cost 
 

We plan to hire 5 staffs 

• 1 head chef   3000 AED 
• 1 Driver   200 AED 
• 3 Kitchen boy 2000  AED 

Please see the details in the labor plan cost 

 

c) Operating expenses 
 

It is composed of fuel, staff accommodation first investment, insurance, uniform, 

laundry and visa for staff. 

 

d) Administrations fees 
 

It is including fees from our accounting cabinet JAXA for annual report and software 

for accounting. 

Our charitable contribution to associations, Legal support from our sponsor and 

sponsorship fees plus postal costs. 
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e) Rent 
 

Rent of warehouse, owner flat, owner car and insurances. 

 

f) Energy and telecom 
 

Composed by electricity bill of warehouse and owner flat. 

Composed by Etisalat membership and phone membership for management. 

 

g) Advertising 
 

Mainly oriented through fb adds and influencer by Instagram. 

 

h) Corporate tax 
 

No corporate tax in UAE 
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II. Balance Sheet 
 

We are seeking an investment representing 40% of the total capital, 

 

Appendix 5 Balance sheet forecast 1 

 

a) Current asset 
 

b) Fixed assets 
 

Plant and machinery 

We already invest in ice cream plant 50K AED. 

We are going to need financial support in order to buy our truck, our operational 

main equipment and to do the civil works inside the warehouse. 

 

c) Intangible assets 
 

We put in this category the trading license cost and sewa cash deposit for the 

warehouse. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

d) Current liabilities 
 

We put the amount unpaid yet by our BtoB client, representing 

54000 AED per month 

26 working days of production 

52L  per day 

2,704 L per month at 40 AED 
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Total 54,000 AED 
 

e) Long term liabilities 
 

We don’t have any long term liabilities for the moment. But after 6 month of operations 

we aim to realise a profound investment for the long run in term of equipment in order 

to triple our capacity, we will need to increase electricity load which really costly in 

Sharjah. 

 

f) Capital 
 

From owner, we invest more than 300K AED since we arrived in UAE. 

From our investor we are looking for participation of 40% of the total capital amount. 

 

With will setup a contract with our angel investor in order to fix the following 

offer: 

20% return on investment after the accomplishment of the first fiscal year from 

01/01/2019 to 31/12/2019. Contract duration 2 years. 

Dividend must be paid on the 23rd of December of every year until end of the contract. 

The capital and last dividend will be return on 23rd of 2020. The contract will end on 

31/12/2020. 

Potential income for our angel investor after 2 years is 100K AED 
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I. Functional assessment 
 

Here is a functional analysis of our operations after 6 month. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

This functional assessment shows that with the support of angel investor we can have 

an healthy cash flow according to the normal work load capacity. 

 

We can plan on short term to invest some of the resources in new equipment to 

enhance our production capacity. We can consider this cash flow as leverage for our 

business to hire more staff as well and to develop our logistic through UAE. 

 

  

Gross assets 

269K AED 

Assets Passive 

Equity – depreciations 

470K AED 
FRNG 

200K AED 

Active in bank + stock 

+ acct Receivable 

140K AED 

Acct payable 

54K AED 

Cash in Bank 

115K 

 

RFR 

Ressources in 

financing 

140K AED 
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II. Cash flow statement 
 

Appendix 6 cash flow statement 

a) Revenue 
 

We plan to start our production on 15th of April 2019, since our payment plan 

with our BtoB client is 30 days after invoice, we have to invest in cost of good sold 

for the first month in order to get paid 1 month later. The gap between first raw 

materials order and first check from client will be finance by our cash in bank. But we 

plan as well to pay our supplier 45 days after reception. Since we don’t have 

negotiate yet the term and conditions, we plan cash payment for our invoices at the 
beginning. 

 
For our online shop, we aim a slow start in order to check our performance from 

our logistic. The delivery time from our driver and the satisfaction level of the global 

service. After some adjustment, we plan to communicate massively through social 

media like youtube, Instagram and facebook. 

 

For our exclusive members, we will start with facebook ads and door to door in 

order to offer some of our exclusive products. We plan to get 500 members before 
Christmas 2019. 
 

Our sales target on monthly basis with our current production capacity will be 200K 
AED per month. 
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b) Cost of sales 
 

According to our recipe book, our cost of sales must stay below 50% of our selling 

price. For BtoB and around 23% for individuals. 

 

c) Cost of packaging 
 

We plan to invest in 2 times for our global packaging once at the beginning of 

operations and another order in the middle of August in order to get ready for our end 

of year. 

 

d) Labor cost 
 

We plan to hire 3 staff to start, 1 head pastry chef, 1 kitchen boy and 1 driver. 

The total cost for their salaries plus food allowance is budget to 5,400 AED per month 

until august. Indeed we plan to hire 3 more staff in our operations, 1 driver, one head 

chef and one store keeper. 

This in order to prepare our operation because every year we have to give 1 month of 

holidays per staff plus flight ticket. So we have to anticipate the labour turnover after 

1 year. 

 

e) Operating 
 

This include, telecom invoice, software, petrol, office supplies… 

Our operating cost must not exceed 20% of the revenue per month 

 

f) Administration fees 
 

This include account yearly balance and P&L statement. 

Visa cost and sponsorship cost. 
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g) Sewa 
 

Sharjah Electrical and water authority, this government entity will provide us the 

energy needed for our factory. According to our machine and electrical supplies, we 

forecast a cost around 3000 AED per month. 

 

h) Rent 
 

We pay our warehouse rent in 4 cheques yearly cost is 50K AED 

We pay owner flat 6cheques yearly cost 20K AED 

We rent car 1500 AED per month 

We will rent the staff accommodation in 6 cheques 42K AED yearly 

 

 

i) Advertising 
 

We plan a budget around 10K AED per month for printing catalogue, Facebooks ads, 

Instagram influencer and samples of ice cream. 
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III. Breakeven point 
 

See appendix 7 P&L 

 

The breakeven point is the moment when the company stop loosing money and start 

making profit. 

 

We plan to reach our break even point after the 4th  month of operations in July. 

 

Why so late ? because we will have a better idea of the cash flow in and out of the 

business. And until we cover our fixed costs which represent around 50K AED per 

month. We need to sales for 105K AED per month minimum to be profitable. 
 

Total revenue target minimum:   105K AED 
Raw material target     52K AED 

Packaging cost     14K AED 

Labour cost      15K AED 

Rent total       8K AED 

SEWA        4K AED 

Administrations fees      2K AED 

Advertsing       10K AED 
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IV. Ratios 
 

See appendix 8 Forecasted balance sheet  

Here is a forecast of our balance sheet after 1 year of operations 

 

 
The  4th first month will be challenging but we can see that we are targeting a ROE 
around 20% with an initial global investment of 550K AED we can estimated our 

yearly. 

 

a) Liquidity Ratio 
 

Including the current ratio which is composed by current assets divided by currents 

liabilities. 

Then we have the acid test in order to check our liquidity without the stock. 

We can analyse this, If the current ratio is below 1, so the global business model is not 

liquid. Then with a current ratio around 3, that illustrate a positive cash flow and as 

well a lack of heavy investment. It is important to take in consideration the 

amortizations of investments. 
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b) Profitability ratio 
 

The Gross profit margin is the illustration of the operational efficiency including 

management of labour cost, raw materials and operating cost. 

 Our GP margin is negative until the month May, indeed because we target to sell first 

to BtoB we are going to face a difference between cash in and cash out around 80K 

AED. But we need to take in consideration the fact that we still have more than 120K 

AED in cash. In hand. 

After one year of operations, we can easily plan around 26% of GP margin as the main 

cost are rent and administrative cost like visas and sponsorship fees. 

 

The ROE we plan a ROE for the first year around 20 %. Indeed we are not going to 

increase significantly our production capacity and our logistic fleet the first year. 

Only during the second year of operations we can target a ROE around 30%. 
 

c) Solvency  
 

Unless we are not making any long term loan, we do not have any chain for our 

solvency. But we aim after the first year to triple our production capacity in order to 

use the leverage effect og getting a loan from our bank. This in order to cover 

investment like 2 pasteurizer, the cash deposit for SEWA to increase the electricity 

load, staff visa and flight ticket… 
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d) Financial efficiency 
 

Since we have a small storage capacity, we plan to work with small storage. Just 

the sufficient in order to avoid any unsatisfactory guest. 21 days is the safe way to 

avoid to much sleeping money in the storage and risk of discard items on shelves. 

 

Debtors days, we plan to pay at 45 days after invoice date our supplier. Only 

packaging supplier and import raws materials, we have to pay cash. This is why we 

are going to focus our supply chain through local suppliers. 

 

Creditors days, This how long we wait until we get paid by our client. 

In order to increase our cash flow, we aim to focus on our online shop for the long run. 

We are going to reduce our supply to retails and 5 stars hotels in order to avoid to get 

check after 1 or 2 month after creation of products.  This is the main reason why, by 

focusing on our exclusive membership and online shop, we can insure a consistent 

revenue and a delays max global of 15 days for our sales. 
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Part six Conclusion 
 

We aim to create the ice cream factory of tomorrow, by providing organic ice cream, 

exclusive service, dynamic water product with healthy orientation, we are going to be 

a game changer in this global industry. 

 

Indeed nowadays there is no major innovation in this sector. 

 

The main object of this business creation is that we cannot continue to consume the 

way we are doing. Industries need to be oriented toward the future generation and the 

impact on population they have. 

 

As Ice cream factory it is our duty to find a way to provide healthy alternative for our 

customers. At least to give them the choice between industrial processed products 

and artisanal hand-crafted ice cream with the very best ingredients. 

 

We are going to be focus on our online shop, as people behavior are changing, we 

cannot follow the classic business model by opening a parlor and then we will see 

what’s happen. 

No, We have to be mobile and available for our customers demand to offer uniqueness 

and exclusive experience.  

 

Yes the competition is really heavy, but our project is totally unique with a touch of 
innovation and tradition. 
 
Our vision is to extend our power around UAE and hopefully in Qatar for the 
FIFA World cup befor 2022. 
 
Finally, with the support of our angel investor participating with 250K AED with a 

potential ROE of 20%, we can visualize that the success of our business strategy is 

reachable and feasible.  
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Annexe 1 PESTEL 
 

 

PESTEL Facts 

Political 

 
• 7 Emirates  Abu Dhabi (political capital), Dubai 

(economical capital), Sharjah, Ajman, Umm al Qaiwain, 
Fujairah, Raz al Khaimah 

• Each Emirates is presided by Emir (governor) 
• UAE are member of UN since 19716, world trade 

organisation, IMF and one of the founder of GCC Culf 
cooperation council. 

• UAE are negotiating Free Trade Agreement (FTA) with 
several strategic countries like china or India to enhance 
their international competitiveness7. 

• Emirates post target to be the number service in the world 
by 20218 

• It is possible to deliver by drone in certain areas in UAE,  
Obtain a no objection certificate from GCAA9 

• Access to qualified labor, ease to hire staff from abroad 

 

Economical 

 
• GDP  of UAE 382 million USD in 2017 10 
• Oil extraction represent 29%of the GDP11 
• Motor 12% of the GDP 
• Food and hospitality business only 2%12 
• Rank 11th in the world for ease business13 
• Green economy initiative  for CSR. 

 
6 UN. <http://www.un.org/en/member-states/> 
7 WTO http://www.economy.gov.ae/english/Ministry/MinistrySectors/ForeignTradeSector/Trade-

Negotiations-WTO/Trade-Agreements/pages/default.aspx 
8 Emirates post, <https://www.epg.gov.ae/portal/_en/article.xhtml?article=article8> 
9  GCAA < https://www.gcaa.gov.ae/en/pages/UASRegistration.aspx> 
10 Trading economic < https://tradingeconomics.com/united-arab-emirates/gdp> 
11 AE Governement < https://www.government.ae/en/about-the-uae/economy> 
12 Ibid. 
13 Ibid 
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• Stable currency 3.68 AED/USD14 
• Average barrel crude oil price 58$ in 2018 
• Inflation Dubai 2.10 % in  201915 

 

Social 

• 9,6 million inhabitants in 2018 
 

• 2,8 million in Abu Dhabi 
• 4,2 million in Dubai 
• 2,4 million in Sharjah 
• 0,1 million in other Emirates. 
• Islam is the main religion in UAE. 
• Cast dividing population between Emiratis, Western expat and 

eastern expat 
• 12 % of unemployment in Abu Dhabi16 
• ICCA Hospitality school in Dubai 

Technologic
al 

 
• Ibtikar talks, about innovation, wotkshop for entrepreneur.17 
• UAE Hakaton, event fot innovation18 
• Emcash and apple pay,google pay,Mashreq Neo, Rak bank 

app, are virtual wallet to process online fast payment.19 
• Telecommunication market shared by Etisalat, DU, Advacom, 

Krishna international, TSI. 
• Chatfood is an application to gather online order via software 

 

Legal 
• Federal court system with 2 branch, Federal supreme court 

and local judicial dpt, 
• Alcohol consumption is prohibited in public area  

 
14 Investing.com. 2019 
15 Dubai statistic center, <https://www.dsc.gov.ae/en-us/Themes/Pages/Prices.aspx?Theme=25> 
16 The Nationa Journal < https://www.thenational.ae/emiratisation-won-t-work-if-people-don-t-want-to-

learn-1.309839> 
17 Government.ae <https://government.ae/en/about-the-uae/the-uae-government/government-of-

future/innovation-in-the-uae> 
18 Ibid. 
19 My money souq <https://www.mymoneysouq.com/financial-blog/different-payment-methods-in-

uae/> 
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• Corporate tax 0%, oil and bank activity 50% 20 
• VAT apply only after 375K AED of turnover21 
• Possibility to invest in real estate in free hold area in UAE, 
• 4% of the value of asset must be paid to DLD, 2%by buyer 

and 2%by agency. 
• WPS Work protection system 
• 7 hours work per day 
• 5 hours per day during ramadan 
• +25% per overtime 
• Friday is official day off 
• Gratuity must be paid after end of contract22 
• New staff must be registered with federal labour contract 
• Probation period cannot exceed 6 month 

Pay leave : Hijri New Year - 1 day 
    .    Gregorian New Year - 1 day 
    .    Eid Al Fitr - 2 days 
    .    Waqfa day and Eid Al Adha - 3 days 
    .    Prophet Mohammed's birthday - 1 day 
    .    Isra and Miraj or the Ascension Day - 1 day 
    .    Martyr's Day - 1 day 
    .    National Day - 1 day 
• Annual leave 2 days per month after 6 month then 30 days per 

year. 
• Sick leave, full paid for 15first days, half pay for next 30 days, 

no sick leave during probation period. 
• Maternity  45 days leave 

 
• Averages salary for operations – 1000 AED month 
• 8 grades for salary for emiratis 

Grade 1 Dh30,500 per month –  

Grade 2 Dh28,500 per month -  

 
20 Government.ae <https://www.government.ae/en/information-and-services/finance-and-

investment/taxation/other-taxes/corporate-tax> 
21 Government.ae <https://government.ae/en/information-and-services/finance-and-

investment/taxation/valueaddedtaxvat> 
22 Kaleejtimes, <https://www.khaleejtimes.com/legalview//uae-labour-law-/things-to-know-about-shifts-

leaves-and-wages-0-123> 
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Grade 3 Dh26,500 per month 

Grade 4 Dh25,000 per month – fresh university graduate 

Grade 5 Dh21,500 per month 

Grade 6 Dh19,500 per month 

Grade 7 Dh18,500 per month 

Grade 8 Dh17,500 per month - no secondary school certificate 

 
 

• Limited liability company LLC, 51% of shares of business 
must be own by Emirati, minimum shared capital (150 000 
AED) with foreign participation, 2 shareholder mini. 

• Public Joint Stock Company, (JSC) called (SAOGs), 
minimum capital 5,2 millions $, 10 shareholders minimum, 
51% from Emirati. 

• Social security contribution 17,5% for Nationals, not 
applicable for foreign employee. Only for emirati  5 % is paid 
by employee and 12,5% paid by employer.23 

Environmen
tal 

• Bee’ah environmental company for watse collection 
• SEWA is the unique energy provider in Sharjah emirate. 
• Traffic jam from 07:00am to 09:00am and from 17:00 to 19:00 

in Deira area. 
• Price for 1 liter of petrol at gas station average 2AED. 
• Seasons winter from November to March and summer from 

April to October. 
• Khor Fakkan is the world’s leading trans container port  
• Port Khalid is the port located in main city. 
• Yellow door energy can provide photovoltaic electricity in 

Sharjah emirates 

 
Brokerage / 
finance 

 
• Emaar sukuk rates 6.4% year24 

 
23 http://taxsummaries.pwc.com/ID/United-Arab-Emirates-Individual-Other-taxes 
24 https://www.emiratesislamic.ae/eng/assets/files/Sukuk_Indicative_Quotes.pdf 
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• ADX General is stock exchange market in UAE (RSI monthly 
65 au 02/19) +11,32% year25 

• ETF is index tracker wich duplicate the performance of this 
one and work like stock. 

Tourism 

 
• Tourism industry represented 5.2% of total UAE GDP in 

201626 
• 15 million tourists in Dubai and 1,8 million in Sharjah27 
• Sharjah Commerce and Tourism Development Authority 

(SCTDA) unveiled Sharjah Tourism Vision 2021 
• Sharjah is destination for families tourism, 

 
25 https://www.adx.ae/English/Pages/Data/ReportandCharts/ChartCenter/TopGainers.aspx 
26 https://www.government.ae/en/information-and-services/visiting-and-exploring-the-uae/travel-and-
tourism 
27 Ibid. 
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Appendix 2 Balance sheet 
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Appendix 3 Chocolate ice cream recipe 
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Appendix 5  Balance sheet  forecast 1  
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Appendix 6 Cash flow statement forecast 
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Appendix 7 P&L 
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Appendix 8 Balance sheet yearly  


